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Premium Price Content

A1: EUR 5 Support 5,20 €

A2: Camillo-linen bag 10,00 €

5,20 €

A4: Camillo Cinema Card Voucher 10,40 €

A5: EUR 50 Support 52,00 €

80,00 €

80,00 €

The amount can be declared for tax purposes in 2023 by 
submitting the statement of accounts to the respective tax 
office in the case of annual payroll compensation.
We thank you very much for this contribution. Especially if it’s 
not easy to raise this $5. @Jugendliche: You can also put 
together! Lol.
The purchased bag will be deposited in the Camillo Cinema 
(Handwerk 13) and can be picked up in person until 
31.12.2023 during cinema hours. The current cinema 
program can be found at: 
https://www.camillo-goerlitz.de/programm/

A3:  Phrases | Words | Ideas | Thoughts — 
which the world still needs!
140 letters or icons to see the world.

For 10 seconds, your statement will be shown two days 
before our main film in the upcoming Camillo-Sommerkino 
2023. The Camillo team will review the proposals and it is 
clear that racism, sexism, anti-Semitism and LGBTQIA+ 
hostility are not phrases, words, ideas and thoughts that the 
world still needs.
The vouchers can be picked up and redeemed at the box 
office from 30 minutes before the film starts. The current 
cinema program can be found at https://www.camillo-
goerlitz.de/programm/ and reservations are possible via 
https://www.camillo-goerlitz.de/kontakt/
With this donation certificate, the project is directly and 
earmarked and the amount can be claimed for tax purposes 
in 2023. The donation certificate will be sent by e-mail. 

A6: Canapa -> Private | The streaming portal of 
CamilloKino Görlitz

The local Görlitz socioculture is also up-to-date — i.e.: AP-Tu-
Deit:-) Our streaming offer invites you to watch best and 
excellent movies of the category Arthouse outside of our 
cinema.

A7: Canapa -> Inclusion | Your streaming gift 
for a social institution of your choice

Cinema is culture! And good movies inspire and raise 
questions. With this premium you can/you can donate an 
institution of youth work, a school or a retirement home and 
this then uses our Canapa offer for twelve months. Canapa is 
the streaming portal of CamilloKino Görlitz.

https://www.camillo-goerlitz.de/programm/
https://www.camillo-goerlitz.de/kontakt/
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A8: Children’s Cinema Film 260,00 €

A9: Camillo Cinema Hall Rental 350,00 €

A10: EUR 500 support 520,00 €

B1: Zuvi Festival Ticket 104,00 €

1.250,00 €

178,50 €

With this bonus you can treat a children’s or youth group of up 
to 40 children incl. accompanying persons a nice cinema 
afternoon. The film is selected by arrangement.
Whether birthday or company Christmas party. With this 
award, our project is specifically and earmarkedly supported 
and in return our cinema room will be available to you in 
November or December 2023. Gladly also with our then 
shown feature film as a private presentation. Possible dates: 
Tuesday — Saturday.
This contribution provides direct and earmarked support to 
the project. The amount can be declared for tax purposes in 
2023 by submitting the statement of accounts to the 
respective tax office in the case of annual payroll 
compensation.

The visions for the future will open their doors in 2023 from 9 
June to 18 June. In addition to residency artists, the exhibition 
will also be filled with works by selected applicants. Of course, 
there will also be a beer garden to linger and lots of program 
items. With the festival ticket you have access to the 
exhibition as often as you want and your entry to ALL events 
is also guaranteed! [URL=https://www.zuvi-festival.de/ ]More 
about the festival.

B2: Original painting Doris tree “Lllapalloma”, 
30x40cm

Doris Baum is a painter who deals with portraits, Mary’s 
paintings and productions. Doris Baum was already a 
supporter at the first car sharing project “n-mobil” in Görlitz-
Zgorzelec and open to the public. Our campaign supports 
Doris Baum with the work: Lllapalloma.

B3: Art Print Doris Tree “I think so I am”, 
60x80cm

Doris Baum is a painter who deals with portraits, Mary’s 
paintings and productions. Doris Baum was already a 
supporter at the first car sharing project “n-mobil” in Görlitz-
Zgorzelec and open to the public. Our campaign supports 
Doris Baum with the work: I think, so I am.
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B4: Original work Luca Thiel_Title: “Glyphs” 2.000,00 €

1.860,00 €

1.750,00 €

C1: Intercultural cooking and baking book 20,00 €

C2: Rabryka Honey from our own production 10,00 €

C3: 3 hour workshop live sound technology 47,00 €

C4: Rabryka Shirt 20,00 € A shirt also for not Rabrykant:innen.

C5: Room rental Rabryka 650,00 €

The young artist Luca Thiel — also known under his 
pseudonym “Kunstwärther Thiel” — has been in Görlitz since 
2019. Above all, his radically innovative style and the 
permanent search for form and avant-garde aesthetics 
characterise him.

B5: Series “Brown” by Alexander Schröder, set, 
12 pieces, 20x30cm without frame, framed 
40x50cm, incl. frame

Alexander Schröder is probably one of the Görlitz newcomers 
and already impresses with his fabulous look. His sense of 
moods and his personal connection to East Saxony produce 
authentically meaningful perspectives. The series “Braun” is 
available as a premium as original photographs. The series is 
long here.

B6: Amé Cardenas “Lippen Flower”, 
80cmx100cm, acrylic on canvas

Amé Cardenas’ works are bursting with strength. Their clean 
lines, concrete shapes and bright colours often show life-
affirming motifs. He is often inspired by his Cuban homeland.

This premium is a cooking and baking book created in the 
Rabryka.
With our own honey production, we also want to support the 
project in terms of taste.
With this bonus, you are part of a group of 5 people. In three 
hours there will be insights into the world of live sound 
technology.Gerne also to give away:-)

With this premium, the room rental for one day/evening in the 
Rabryka is associated.
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